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The Clay Tools Worked beyond
the Clay
Since late 2008, Martha Stewart has been
introducing our clay tools for making chocolate,
cookies, garden projects and Christmas decoration
items in their magazines, website and TV
programs. Martha Stewart recently came up with a
new idea for making--Embossed-Velvet Stocking
Sew sophisticated velvet stockings with a faux bois pattern using this how-to from TV
crafter Kirsten Earl. Read more at Marthastewart.com: Embossed-Velvet Stocking - Martha
Stewart Crafts, Click Embossed-Velvet Stocking
Guangzhen Zhou, Chief Editor

Happy Holidays

2010 is close to the end, my family and I are leaving for the Christmas Mediterranean-East
Cruise trip, plus city of Rome. We will be return home on January 1st, 2011.
I wish all of you have a very good holidays!
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!
Guangzhen (PO) Zhou

New Products
CN 27 (Mini Triming Tools), $22.00, on sale $20.00;
CR 16 (Modeling Tool with wire, $10.00, on sale $9.00;
CR 20 (Ribbon tool), $22.00, on sale $20.00;
MJ 13 (Piont Deco), $12.00, on sale $11.00;
B 051 (Speckle Goat Hair), $3.00, on sale $2.50;
B 052 (Orchid goat hair), $10.00, on sale $9.00;
B 081 (Marten and Badger hairs), $6.00, on sale $5.00;
B 083 (Wolf head hair), $15.00, on sale $13.50
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